
Sunday 7th February 2016 

Waltham Sunday League Challenge Cup Second Round Match at the Country Club, Cheshunt (Pitch 2) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.38.a.m. (Lines not marked out and nets not put up properly) 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS ..............1 PERCIVAL............................... 5 Half-Time: 0-3 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-1-4-1) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Simon JACKSON   

18 RB Martin CRUICKSHANK   

16 CH Ivan BASS   

5 CH Alan BARNARD   

19 LB Gavin MARDELL   

8 CM Holding  Terry MOORE (Captain) OFF 58  

9 RM Eric IBEKWEM   

15 CM Tyronne PETRIE   

7 CM Tem ADIL   

6 LM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY   

17 CF Lexton HARRISON  81 Mins. 

SUBSTITUTES 

14 CM Daniel CASCOE ON 58  

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

PLAYER-MANAGER: Terry Moore CLUB LINESMAN: Denis Coventry (League Official) 

ATTENDANCE: 14 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes, J.Bangs 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 8 

REFEREE: Gary Herbert REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Simon Jackson (Foul...72 Mins.) SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny. No Wind. STATE OF PITCH: Soft, Muddy & Churned-Up 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (10 Players)  Grant Baker (GK) (Working), Stephen Roussety (GK) (Working),  Daniel Daley (Working),  

Steve Bartley (Disappeared), Chris Akinrele (Marathon Training), Sam Benjamin (Working), Leon Bernard (Other Commitments),  

Scott Jenkins (Injured), George Stahlmann (In Torquay), Everybody Else...Left/Out injured for the rest of the season. 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Jack Bangs (Neck Injury) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-1-4-1):  1. Steve Ritter (GK); 7. Vaughn Duguid (RB), 5. Myles Cunningham-Smith (CH),  

23. Paul Christodoulou (CH), 3. Karl Christian-Law (LB); 2. Gavin Hinds-Cadette (CM Holding); 16. Asher Cato-Tyson (RM),  

10. Tyler Christian-Law (CM...Captain), 15. Phil Kyriakides (CM), 14. Lamar Cato (LM); 21. Fitz Hall (CF) 

Subs.:  12. Matthew Newman (On for Christodolou... 2 Mins.), 11. Corey Cato (On for Tyler Christian-Law... 56 Mins.),  

23. Victor Renner (On for Cato-Tyson... 71 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Newman (23 Mins.), Christian-Law (44 Mins.), Hall (45+1 (Pen.), 72 (Pen.) Mins.), L.Cato (75 Mins.) 

 

MATCH REPORT 

With four postponements from our last five scheduled matches and numerous players making themselves unavailable once again, we were 

always going to be up against it in this twice-delayed League Challenge Cup match against high-flying Premier Division side Percival, 

especially as they were fielding ex-Premier League star Fitz Hall (as a lone forward instead of his familiar central defensive role) and also 

numerous players who are currently playing as high as Step 4 level on Saturdays. Despite none of our players playing Saturday football 

whatsoever at the moment though, and therefore being badly unfit from a lack of match practice and not having any training sessions, we 

were well-organised enough to stop Percival getting in a shot on target until the 16th minute, and that was dealt with well by our former 

Manager Simon Jackson, who was playing as our third-choice goalkeeper in the absence of Grant Baker and Stephen Roussety. However, we 

then had a couple of lucky escapes before Percival not surprisingly took the lead in the 23rd minute when Matt Newman out-muscled Eric 

Ibekwem to fire an angled shot into the far corner, but then just as it looked as if we were going to come off at the break only one goal down 

thanks to some dogged defending and more good luck thereafter, Percival skipper Tyler Christian-Law lashed in a loose ball from just inside 

the area to make it 2-0, then just 40 seconds later, Martin Cruickshank brought down Lamar Cato with a desperate lunge from behind to give 

away a penalty which Fitz Hall easily converted to make it 3-0, and that was 'game over' just as the Half-Time whistle went. Those two late 

goals were a real kick in the teeth for us, but we didn't let our heads go down and we actually played a lot better after the break, restricting 

Percival to very few chances and having an equal share of possession until keeper Jacko gave away another penalty in the 72nd minute, flying 

out of his goal to bring down Vaughn Duguid on the edge of his area. Once again Fitz Hall stepped up to make no mistake from the spot to 

put Percival 4-0 up, and they soon made it 5-0 three minutes later when Lamar Cato caught Jacko out at his near post following a quickly-

taken corner. Again we kept on trying though, and we actually had two great chances in the last 15 minutes, firstly when Leon McKenzie-

McKay hit the bar from inside the 6-yard box when it was easier to score, before Lexton Harrison finally managed a consolation goal in the 

81st minute by squeezing the ball in from a tight angle after a good run from Leon had set him up. Although we knew before the game 

kicked-off that we were unlikely to win, our players did at least enjoy the run-out against very good opponents and that should help us for 

the rest of the season as we try and keep players interested.                                                                                  LAURENCE HUGHES 


